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scholarships and awards Committee

Dr. Muhammad Jaseemuddin, chair, awards committee

Dr. Olivia Das, Faculty member 

Dr. Karthi Umapathy, Faculty member

Dr. Andy Ye, Faculty member

Yvonne Cordwell, departmental assistant 

awards and scholarships are decided on the basis of grade point scores or, 
where applicable, a combination of grade point scores and unique criteria 
pertaining to the particular award.

Except for graduating students, only those students with a current full-
time registration in a program offered by the department of Electrical and 
computer Engineering are eligible for the awards.

Department of eleCtriCal anD Computer engineering

program
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entranCe sCholarship winners

BiomeDiCal engineering

Kai Fung
michelle luk

atena mahiny
Brahmdeep Saini

$2,500

mashal Farid
president’s national Entrance Scholarship

$10,000 

Soroush abidi tafreshi
alireza akhavanrad
Jinthujah Selvarathinam

Josephine Walters
Sara Yoseph

$1,000 

Victor alexandru
Syem ishaque
Komal Kamran
Yassaman Kazemian
Janartan logeswaran
maheen mir

Warsame mohamud
ahmed niri
Everest pandya
adam rupani
gonzalo Vargas

$500

Shima mohammadali pishnamaz

$5,000
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Computer engineering

calvin d’mello
michael Foe

tenzing lama
nikola pesic

Biniam admikew
Faris ali akbar
Solomon Blake
thomas casse
Jason drossis
neelan d’Souza
Justine Estrada
Emmanuel Ezechukwu
Varunkumar gajjala
Edward Jupe

rishabh Kumar
ali mansourinajand
musab mobashir
ahmad munaim
Hy nguyen
Julien ragbeer
dzianis Seniu
Yunus Sever
avadh Vyas

$1,000  

$500 

entranCe sCholarship winners

$2,500 

eleCtriCal engineering

charlene chacko
ahalva mathanrai 

amir Bijan Vahid Kassiri

Stanislav arkadyev
Silvino catarino
pouyan Fazeli-iikhechi
Shalin inamdar
george Karram
akber Khan

arash moghimi
ahmed mohamed
Harout Simonian
Suban Sivapiragasam
Kevin Soo
nikola tripic

abbas abdul Hashim
ayseha akram
muhammad Baig
thanushia Balasubramaniam
Erik Berkun-drevnig
Sourov Biswas
moniruzzaman chowdhury
gabriel consulta
Filipe dos reis
corronzo downey
ostap dzikh
mansoor Haqanee

Elgi Haxhimanka
monika Karandikar
Shehryar Khan
tanvir Khan
lavanya namuduri
raisa noronha
Yadi rahman
Kazem Shah
Shivam Sharma
Jivisa Vathanarajan
Hasnainali Walli
Joseph Wevers

$1,000  

$500 
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BiomeDiCal engineering

aileen clark lambie award
$1,500  
roya rezaee

pierre lassonde Entrance award in Engineering
$6,000 
imran riyaz Sheikh

gordon and agnes (twambley) Brash award for academic Excellence
$3,000 
marim Soliman

Computer engineering

aditya Jha diversity award for academic achievement
$3,400
Harika Kalluri

aditya Jha diversity award for academic achievement
$3,400  
Santosh ravindranath

eleCtriCal engineering

Jack roy longstaffe memorial Scholarship for academic Excellence
$1,000  
Basmel Faisal al-Saad

michael Stechly memorial award for academic Excellence
$915
Saleh anwar

dimitri Klimow memorial Scholarship for academic Excellence
$884
Saleh anwar

James H. rattray memorial award for general proficiency
$200
Saleh anwar

cooper crouse-Hinds canada award for general proficiency
$75
Saleh anwar

pierre lassonde Entrance award in Engineering
$6,000  
Soufia naseri

pierre lassonde Entrance award in Engineering
$6,000  
mohammad reza Sepehri nazar

for aChievement in first year
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BiomeDiCal engineering

gordon and agnes (twambley) Brash award for academic Excellence
$3,000 
Hagir Elhadari

Computer engineering

pierre lassonde optimal Specialization in management Science (oSmS) award 
for academic Excellence 
$4,000
Jean-claude clarke

eleCtriCal engineering

Jack roy longstaffe memorial Scholarship for academic Excellence
$1,000 
Elmer atagu

aZcar award for Superior laboratory and academic performance
$5,000  
igor ivanecky

iEEE toronto Section Scholarship for academic Excellence
$2,000
igor ivanecky

ontario professional Engineers Foundation for Education undergraduate 
Studies Scholarship for academic Excellence
$1,250
igor ivanecky

rockwell automation award for general proficiency
$500
igor ivanecky

Jack roy longstaffe memorial Scholarship for academic Excellence
$1,000
mandana Khazrai

aileen clark lambie award
$1,500
renji Syamala Kumar

Jack roy longstaffe memorial Scholarship for academic Excellence
$1,000
renji Syamala Kumar

for aChievement in seConD year
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for aChievement in thirD year

Computer engineering

aZcar award for Superior laboratory and academic performance
$5,000
thavisha assalaarachchi

gordon and agnes (twambley) Brash award for academic Excellence
$3,000
rares raducu 

eleCtriCal engineering

gordon and agnes (twambley) Brash award for academic Excellence
$3,000
tung Bui

ingenium group Jack lemay memorial award for academic Excellence
$2,500
Sinharib Khoda

Jack roy longstaffe memorial Scholarship for academic Excellence
$1,000
Evgenii noskov

professor Frank Juranka memorial Scholarship for general proficiency and 
Excellence in Energy conversion
$210
Evgenii noskov

Walter anderson award in rF communications for academic Excellence
$1,000
Shaul peker
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for aChievement in fourth year

Computer engineering

david platnick memorial award for general proficiency and Excellence in 
design project performance
$489
mohammad Fawaz

eleCtriCal engineering 

Brosz & associates Forensic/Science Engineering award for  
Electrical power thesis
$1,000
greg daniel
 
iEEE toronto Section, Wallas Khella Scholarship for academic Excellence
$2,000
Bikramjit Johal

Ed towgood award for Excellence in thesis project performance
$175
John Kilayko

iEEE toronto Section Scholarship for academic Excellence
$2,000
Syed mohsin rizvi
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Dean’s list – BiomeDiCal engineering

first year 

Shaima abid
mahsa amirliravi
Xiao du
abdallah El-Falou
Siavash Jafarpour

prasath mahendrarajah
rajjeet phull
roya rezaee
marim Soliman

seConD year

Kathryn atwell
Sasha Brukson
ahmad El-Falou
Hagir Elhadari

romina Forouzanfar
Joyce Jeyaratnam
Steven Jones
Karol pawlina

thirD year

Kevin Khan

Dean’s list – Computer engineering

seConD year 

robert chin narmathan thavalingam

thirD year

thavisha assalaarachchi
Evgheni crujcov
cam thang duong

askhat gabdullin
ahron train

fourth year

Joseph Borg
tianshuai chen
mohammad Fawaz
ugur Kanbal

Kyle mabee
parmita Shekhawat
daniel Wong

first year 

Eduard astvatsatryan
Himesh Bilimoria
Jean-claude clarke
amir davazdah Emami
amareet Kaur
Jerry Komban

liviu raducu
palak Sharma
chandeep Singh
anderson trinh
igor Vujaklija
congjie Zhang
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Dean’s list – eleCtriCal engineering

seConD year

Elmer atagu
Saad awan
alexandre doubov
Fahimeh Hosseini
igor ivanecky
ramzy Jaber
mandana Khazrai
nikolay lazarov

Julia lee
Hooman Samani
amanullah Samit
Esmaeil Shafiei Kahani
Filip topalovski
luan Vo
Summer Zhu

thirD year

nour ali
omar al-Safi
tung Bui
mohammad Farrokhi aghdam
dave grewal
negar Honarmand
Walid ibrahim
Waqar iqbal

Sinharib Khoda
rongqiang liu
Zuber matadar
Evgenii noskov
dmitry ogorodnikov
Shaul peker
phuoc pham

fourth year

talayeh ameri
Keb asfaw
arsalan asif
nikhil chogal
Salvatore Folino
rhys goldman
ting Hao
Eric Hu
ning Hu
Seyed Jahanmehr
Bikramjit Johal
John Kilayko
abdulhkem Klif

igor martinovski
Kamran masteri Farahani
Kamleshkumar patel
mandeep randhawa
Syed adeel rizvi
Syed mohsin rizvi
Siamak Shafiei
ryan Snow
Shayan talaiyan
Syed Wahajuddin
Semir Yousuf
Shahzeb Zaidi

first year 

Basmel Faisal al-Saad
Saleh anwar
Jaspreet Bhatti
Haseeb Butt
aroma Joseph
Sanket patel
manish rathore

daniel Salazar
maryam Samit
oleg Sirghii
lianjie Sun
dhruvansh Vyas
masud Yusouf
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graDuate sCholarships anD researCh awarDs

national sCienCe anD engineering researCh CounCil post graDuate 
sCholarship D3

vanier CanaDa graDuate sCholarship – national sCienCe anD 
engineering researCh CounCil

$21,000 
alexander Hamlyn Eric Strohm

$50,000
raymond phan

ontario graDuate sCholarship  

muhammad Kaleem
lamiaa Khalid
richard rzeszutek

anirban Sengupta
Sivasothy Senthuran

ontario graDuate sCholarship of sCienCe anD teChnology 

Kazi mostaq ahmed
Helen cheung

Khalid abdel Hafeez
Joseph Santarcangelo

ryerson graDuate sCholarship 

Jong Sook choi
Khaled Elrodesly
mohammad Fawaz
Zhiming He
Kandasamy illanko
naimul mefraz Khan

Xiongliang lai
matija milosevic
richa Siddavaatam
luan Vo
anil Yaramasu

$15,000 eaCh

$15,000 eaCh

$7,000 eaCh

navid Binesh
masoud Farzam

nawreen Khan
maira Zulqarnain

$4,667

ryerson international stuDent sCholarship for DoCtoral stuDents

md Shazzat Hossain
muhammad talal ibrahim
chandrabhanu ganehi 
Kankanamalage

miteshkumar nandlal popat

Kuganeswaran thambu
Venkata narasimha rao Yaramasu
peng Yu
amir Sepasi Zahmati
ning Zhu

$7,000 eaCh

faCulty of engineering, arChiteCture anD sCienCe – Best graDuate/
teaChing assistant awarD

Venkata narasimha rao Yaramasu

$1,000
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